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Abstract. Co-rich CO-Ta solid solutiotu of the high-temperature CO FCC m c t m  were 
synthesized by 200 keV room-temperature xenon ion mixing. The experimental results revealed 
that these HIC solid solutions were formed gradually from the CO hexagonal solid solutions 
through a HCP + FCC transition, that the solid solubility was greatly beyond the equilibrium 
value up to 20 at.% Ta, and that their lattice panmeters followed the prediction of Vegard‘s law. 
Interestingly, a new metastable crystalline phase of FCC structure with a = 4.43 8, was formed in 
two Ta-rich films, i.e. CwTam and CozsTan multilayered films, at different irradiation stages. 
The thermal stabilities of the CO-rich and the Ta-ricb metastable crystalline phases were also 
shldied by thermal annealing. 

1. Introduction 

In the past 10 years, ion beam mixing (IM) has proved to be a powerful means of synthesizing 
a variety of metastable alloys with an amorphous or a crystalline stnicture in about 70 
binary metal systems [1-3]. On the basis of these studies, the glass-forming ability of the 
binary metal systems was found to extend much more broadly than predicted according to 
the results obtained by the liquid-melt-quenching technique. Concerning the formation of 
the metastable crystalline ( ~ x )  phases by ion mixing, many supersaturated solid solutions 
have been formed. which always have the same crystalline structure as that of the major 
alloying elements of their room-temperature (RT) structures [4], even though in some cases 
the elements have another structure at high temperatures. Very recently, however, a new 
FCC Mx phase was observed by the present authors’ group.in three Nb-based BCC binary 
systems by IM and was formed via a two-step BCC + HCP + FCC hansition 151. It is 
therefore of interest to study further this type of Mx phase in the binary systems of BCC 
metal type, e.g. in the Ta-based ECC systems. It is also of interest to study the possibility of 
forming supersaturated solid solutions of high-temperature structures by IM, e.g. cobalt-rich 
phases, which have two different structures, namely HCP and FCC phases, at low and high 
temperatures, respectively. The T a c o  system was therefore chosen for this study. In the 
CwTa equilibrium phase diagram, there are two solid solutions based on cobalt. One is of 
HCP structure and is stable at RT. The other is of FCC structure and stable at temperatures 
higher than 400°C. The equilibrium solid solubility of the two Co-based solid solutions of 
different structures is only several atomic per cent of Ta. We present, in this paper, our 
results on the formation and the relevant mechanisms of the new MX phases observed in 
both the Ta-rich BCC and the CO-rich HCP ranges by ion irradiation. 
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2. Experimental procedure 

Multilayered CO-Ta films were prepared by vapour deposition of pure (99.99%) cobalt 
and pure (99.9%) tantalum onto cleaved NaCl single crystals as substrates in a vacuum 
evaporation system whose background vacuum level was of the order of lo-' Torr. The 
total thickness of the films was designed to match the projected range plus the projected 
range straggling of the irradiation ions, i.e. 400 A for 200 keV xenon ions. Usually five to 
eight layers were deposited for one sample. The composition of the films was controlled 
by adjusting the relative thickness of the two constituent metals and was later determined 
by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis. The as-deposited CO-Ta films were then 
irradiated with 200 keV xenon ions todoses ranging from 3 x 10'' to 1 x 10l6 Xe' at 
RT. During irradiation, the beam current density of the high-energy xenon ions was controlled 
to be less than 1 pA cm-' to minimize the beam-heating effect, and the temperature of the 
substrates was estimated to be around 100-150°C. After irradiation, all the mixed samples 
were analysed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation and selected-area 
diffraction (SAD) analysis to identify the structures of the resultant phases. Meanwhile, 
EDS analysis was employed to determine the actual composition of the formed phases. To 
evaluate the thermal stability of the mixed phases, thermal annealing experiments of the 
corresponding films were carried out in sifu in the hot stage attached to the transmission 
electron microscope, where the vacuum level was of the order of 
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Torr. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Formalion of CO-rich FCC solid solution 

Table 1 lists the structural changes of the CogsTa2, Cos3Ta7, Co~~Tal4 and CosoTazo 
multilayered films induced by RT 200 keV xenon ion mixing, when the irradiation dosages 
were increased. The compositions of the above-mentioned multilayered films were all 
determined by EDS analysis, for which the error was, within 5%. Figures I(u) and (b)  
are the EDS analysis results of one sample with a Co:Ta stoichiometry of 8020 before 
and after ion mixing. From table 1, it is obvious that in the four Co-rich samples, i.e. 
in CogSTaz, Cog3Ta7, cO86Tal4 and CoSoTam films, a structural HCP -+ FCC transition was 
induced gradually on irradiation with high-energy xenon ions. If we take the HCP -+ FCC 
transition in the CogSTa2 film as an example, figure 2(a) shows a bright-field image of 
the as-deposited CoaTaz films. When the film was irradiated to relatively low doses, i.e. 
(3-7) x 10" Xef c&, the structures of the films were hexagonal, indicating the formation 
of a solid solution based on the hexagonal cobalt. Figure 2(b) shows a SAD pattern of the 
Co-based hexagonal solid solution, in which the diffraction lines from the B c c  Ta were 
invisible. When the irradiation dose was increased to 9 x lOI4 Xe+ cnr2,  some new 
diffraction lines emerged in the SAD pattern of the CosaTaz film, coexisting with those from 
the hexagonal solid solution. This suggested that a new crystalline phase nucleated and 
grew from the matrix of the Co-rich hexagonal solid solution. Figure Z(c) shows a SAD 
pattern of the Cog8TaZ film at this irradiation stage. When the irradiation dose was further 
increased to 3 x 1015 Xe+ all the diffraction lines from the Co-rich hexagonal solid 
solution disappeared, leaving only the newly emerged diffraction lines in the SAD pattern 
shown by figure 2(d), which suggested that the transition from the Co-rich hexagonal solid 
solution to a new crystalline phase was fulfilled. These newly emerged diffraction lines 
were identified to be from a F c c  phase with the lattice parameter being 3.55 A, which was 
listed in the last row of table 1. The error in the lattice parameters determined by SAD was 
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less than 2% for all samples. The lattice parameter of the FCC phase, i.e. 3.55 A, matched 
well that of the high-temperature CO FCC phase, i.e. a = 3.552 k, and thus the newly formed 
FCC phase was a CO-rich solid solution of the high-temperature CO FCC structure. In other 
words, the observed structural HCP + FCC transition in the CoggTaz film was actually a 
phase transition from Co-based hexagonal to Co-based FCC solid solution. In other Co-rich 
samples, i.e. the CogsTa,, CO86Tai4 and CoaoTam multilayered films, the same HCP + FCC 
transition was also observed at the respective irradiation stages. The lattice parameters of 
these high-temperature F c c  solid solutions obtained in the Co-rich samples were 3.57 A, 
3.60 k and 3.65 A, respectively (see table 1). An interesting point here is that the Co- 
based FCC solid solutions, which are only obtainable at temperatures higher than 400°C by 
traditional materials processing, were synthesized at RT IM though the effective temperature 
of the films during 1M was estimated to be around 10&150"C, which was still considerably 
lower than 400°C. 

Table 1. Formation of the CO-rich FCC solid solutions under UT 200 keV xenon IM. HCP stands 
for the Co-rich HCP solid solution, and FCC the Co-rich FCC solid solution. 

Phases formed 
Irradiation dose 
(1014) Co~Ta2 COYST~? COssTaia COSIJT~ZII 

3 HCP HCP HCP HCP 
7 HCP HCP HCPCFCC HCPfFCC 
9 HCPCFCC HCPfFCC HCPCFCC HCPfFCC 

- - 30 FCC FCC 

50 FCC F a  FCC Fcc 
70 - - FCC FCC 

100 FCC FCC ~ ~FCC FCC 

Lanice parameter (A) 3.55i0.07 3.57fa.07 3.mia.07 3.65ia.07 

The next issue is how the Co-rich FCC solid solution was formed by RT IM. IM is 
commonly accepted as a far-from-equilibrium process and can be separated into two stages, 
i.e. the first atomic collision cascade and a subsequent relaxation period, which lasts for 
only 10-'0-10-9 s [6]. The structure of an alloy is believed to be formed within the 
relaxation period where an effective cooling speed of 10'3-10'4 K s-' is estimated from 
a thermal spike model [6].  Apparently, the kinetic condition for a new phase to grow is 
very restricted, which allows only either amorphous or simple structured crystalline phases 
to be formed [7]. As a result, only fast and partitionless transition mechanisms can proceed 
under IM, e.g. changing the sequence of stacking order [SI, martensitic shearing or its 
reverse form [5].  In short, the structural compatibility between the newly formed phase and 
the matrix plays a major role in the crystal-to-crystal transition owing to the prohibition 
of long-range diffusion [5]. The above-mentioned HCP + FCC transition in the CO-rich 
CwTa films is a fast transition mechanism and can be easily accomplished through an 
atomic stacking order change, i.e. through a sliding of the atoms on the {0002]~cp plane 
along the ( l i 0 o ) ~ ~ p  direction by a vector of f(li00)Hm. which can be realized w i t h  the 
very short relaxation period. Further study revealed that the lattice parameters of the FCC 

solid solutions were positively related to their compositions; that is, the higher the tantalum 
concentration, the larger is the lattice parameter. As the tantalum atom is larger than the 
cobalt atom, the inclusion of tantalum atoms into the cobalt lattice enlarged the lattice 
parameter. Figure 3 illustrates the lattice parameters of the solid solutions versus the alloy 
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CO Ta 
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Figure 1. ws analysis re~ulfs of the ComTam films (a) before IM and ( b )  &er 200 keV m 
xenon IM to a dose of 5 x IOLs Xe+ an-*, 
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Figure 2. (a) Morphology of M as-deposited CosRTa2 multilayered film; ( h )  SAD pattern of the 
Co-bawd hexagonal solid solution formed at a dose of 7 x I O i 4  Xet cm-’; (c)  SAD pattern of 
the mixture of the Co-based hexagonal and FCC solid solutions ut B dose of 9 x 10l4 Xei cm-’: 
( d )  SAD pattem of the film at a dose of 3 x 10’’ Xe+ cm-’, exhibiting formation of the FCC 

solid solution. 

compositions, from which an approximately positive linear correlation is observed. As a 
comparison, the prediction of the corresponding lattice parameters by a hard-sphere model 
[9] is also drawn in figure 3. Obviously, the predictions by the hard-sphere model agree 
well with the experimental values. Figure 4 shows a plot of the average atomic volume of 
the FCC supersaturated solid solution, calculated from the experimental values of the lattice 
parameters, as a function of composition. An obvious negative deviation from Vegard’s law 
for ideal solid solutions, up to about 4%. is observed. This is qualitatively consistent with 
the negative heat of formation of the system [lo]. 

3.2. Formation of Ta-rich FCC Mx phase 

For the Ta-rich samples, the Co25Ta7s multilayered film was completely amorphized at an 
irradiation dose of 1 x lo’5 Xef cm-*. Figure S(a) shows a SAD pattern of the amorphized 
film, where only broad haloes are exhibited. When the irradiation dose was increased to 
5 x l O I 5  Xe+ cm-*, the amorphized CozsTa75 multilayers changed into a FCC structure 
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Figure 3. Relationship between the lattice parameter and wmposition of the FE supersaturated 
solid solutions: -- --, calculated from the hard-sphere model; 0. experimental values. 

with a lattice parameter a of 4.43 A. Figure 5(b) shows its SAD pattern. Table 2 is the 
indexing results of the FCC phase. The FCC Mx phase remained unchanged upon further 
irradiation even to a dose as high as 1 x 10l6 Xe+ The phase transition in the 
CosTa7fi multilayers under IM can thus be summarized as 

I Y 1015 x e  cm-2 5x10'5 xe+ sm-2 
CmTa75 ___f amorphous ___f FCC. (1) RT RT 

Note that FCC is the newly formed Ta-rich MX phase. In another Ta-rich samples, i.e. 
a Co30Ta70 multilayered film, however, the same FCC phase was formed at a dose of 
7 x 1OI4 Xe+ cm? and turned amorphous at a higher dose of 5 x loL5 Xe+ c d .  Similarly, 
it can be summarized as follows: 

7 ~ 1 0 ' ~  Xe+ cm-' 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~  Xc+ m i z  
Co30Ta~o - FCC - amorphous. 

RT RT 

It should be emphasized that the FCC MX phase was formed in two Ta-rich samples, 
i.e. Co25Ta75 and Co30Ta70 multilayers, and yet in a reverse sequence versus the amorphous 
phase. The reverse formation sequence was ascribed to a little compositional difference, i.e. 
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Figure 4. Average atomic volume as a function of Ta concentration, calculated from lattice 
pamneten determined from the SAD dam: 0, experimental values; ----. calculated from 
Vegard's law. 

only 5 at.% Ta, between the two samples. In other words, the formation of the FCC MX phase 
was quite susceptible to the composition and can thus be considered as a linear compound 
[Ill.  By considering the Ta-rich FCC MX phase as compound like, and by using the method 
suggested in [ll], for which the details can be found in the well documented literature [12], 
the free-enera curve of the FCC MX phase can be calculated and was included in the energy 
diagram, which can explain the above phase formation results well and will be published 
elsewhere soon. 

3.3. Thermal stabiliq of the Co-rich and Ta-rich Mx phase 

The CO-rich FCC solid solutions were quite stable under thermal annealing and remained the 
structure observed up to 400°C. Upon further annealing at successively higher temperatures, 
however, the Co~sTaz and Co93Ta7 FCC solid solutions remained of FCC structure at 800°C 
for 1 h, while the Co86Ta14 and Co80Ta20 solid solutions turned into a mixture as shown 
in figure 6, which consisted of a solid solution based on FCC CO and the Ta-rich Fcc MX 
phase, when the temperature reached 600°C for about 1 h. This suggested that the phase 
separation in the Cos~Ta~4 and CosoTazo solid solutions by thermal activation should be 
ascribed to the superinclusion of Ta atoms into the cobalt lattice, as the lattice distortion 
caused by Ta atoms elevated the solid solutions to a higher-energy state than the mixture, 
which relaxed to a lower-energy state corresponding to the mixture upon thermal annealing. 
In the C ~ T a 7 5  sample, the Ta-rich FCC MX phase remained the structure observed up to 
600°C while, in'the Co30Ta7o film, it turned into a mixture similar to that shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 5. ( U )  SAD pallrm of amorphiicd CozsTa,s film at an irradiation dose of 1 x 
10” Xe- cm-’; (b) SAD pattern of the Ta-”ch FCC MX phase formed in the Co25Tq5 film 
when i l  was further irradiated to 5 x 1OIs  Xef ~ m - ~ .  

lhble 2. Identification of the TCC MX phase farmed in the CozsTa7s multilayered films by RT 
200 kcV xenon IM to B dose of5  Y Iois Xe+ ar2.  

Planar spacing Planar spacing Intensity 
(experimental) Indexing (calculation) o f  
(A) reS”ltS (A) linen 

2.55 f 0.05 I l l  2.56 strong 
2.20 f 0.04 200 2.22 strong 
1.58 * 0.03 220 1.57 strong 
1.34 +0.03 31 I 1.34 strong 
I .29 f 0.03 222 1.28 Medium 
1 . 1 1  f 0 . 0 2  400 1 . 1 1  Medium 
1.02 i 0.02 13 I I .02 Medium 

This result supports indirectly that the FCC MX phase is sensitive to the composition and the 
compound-like assumption in the free-energy calculation. 

4. Concluding remarks 

( 1 )  A series of Co-based FCC solid solutions were formed by 200 keV RT xenon IM 
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Figure 6. SAD pattern formed when the C a ~ T a , l  and C a ~ o T q ,  solid solutions of high- 
temperature CO FCC Structure were annealed a1 600°C for I h, showing a minure composed of 
a FCC solid Solution plus the quite stable Ta-ech FCC MX phace. 

through a transition from the Co-based hexagonal solid solutions into the high-temperature 
FCC structure. The effective temperature of the samples during ion irradiation was estimated 
to be below 150"C, which was considerably lower than the polymeric transition temperature 
of CO at 400°C. 

(2) The maximum solid solubility of the Co-based FCC solid solutions was about 20 at.% 
Ta and was greatly beyond the equilibrium value. The lattice parameters of the solid 
solutions were consistent with the prediction of Vegard's law. 

(3) A new FCC phase was observed in  two Ta-rich samples, i.e. CozTa75 and CoioTa70 
films. The FCC phase was compound like and its formation was susceptible to the 
composition. 
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